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ABSTRACT 
A gral~ theoretic upper bound for the rank of powers o| nm~ees in a block 
t~mg-alar |onn is ~ven. ~e  index ~'-_._.~'-m for general matrices is derived as a 
comlkn/. 
1. MAIN BES~_.T 
Let A = (A~t)i' be a lower block t r~gnhr  complex valued matrix. 
Associate ~h g its r~u~,~ gra~ R(A). The graph R(A) is a d~ct~l  
graph on the vertex set {i, . . . ,  p }, and ~ ~ me edge (,:, ]) is in ~e 
graph ~ i ~ ] and A,, ~ O. Note that sm~ A is lower block ~gu~,  R(A) 
con~-.af~ no cydes. T'~ each vertc~ ~ in R(A) we ~ a nonne~ve integer 
k~. Put ~= {k~,..., kp). Let ~ = (h, . - . ,~)  bea ~ in ~(A). Define 
k(v) - k~+ k~ + --- + 1. 
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We now state our ma~n rc~--,fit: 
T~o~.  Let ~ be ~ nonneg~w gn~ger sa~sf~ng ~>_. re(A, ~). Then 
P 
Observe that, (1) is equi/v~ent to 
P 
), (g) 
where nu~(A) denotes the n~ of ~e  m°..tr~ A. A corollary ~o 
the Theorem is the index ~heorem for general matrices, which is given in 
Sec~ou 3. 
~m~-~ OF THE ~-af l~O~M 
Let A be an n x n marrY. We define the (d i~)  graph G(A) of A to 
be the directed graph wi~ the vertex set {1,..., n ) and such that the edge 
. .~ j ~u  u~.j ~ u. A veRex i d ~t* l  J is said to be. final u 
there is no vertex ] such that (~, ]) is an edge in G(A), i.e. a~i ffi 0 for all 
We first prove the theorem in the case that all the diagonal blocks are 
I × 1 matrices. 
~oPosrnos .  L~ A ~ a ~ ~iangu/af n × n marx .  Assume that 
4 - -~k, , . . . ,k~) ~s a vector with nonnega~w in~g~ coordi_~te.s. Then for 
an~ in .get  k >_- r~(. A~ ~) .+he fog~'ing ine.quali~ howls: 
n 
-< E (3) 
i=I  
Proof. We prove the pro~on by induction on n. For n = 1 ~ere is 
nothing to prove. As~e that our chL~ holds ~or n < m, where m > 1, and 
I¢t n=~.  
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Observe that since A is a lower tTiangulax matrix, it ~oH~ws that 
Here A(I) is the matrix obtained by e"lunina~g the first row and co|um~ of 
A o Asinine first that there exists a final verte~ ~ in G(A)  such that 
a~I ~ O. ~,,j l~x
Since i is a final vertex of G(A), we may ~mnne without 1~ of generality 
that i = 1. Clearly, m(A(l),  ~) ~ re(A, ~). Hence, the ind~tive assumption 
implies 
n 
 (A0) (6) 
t -2  
Combine the ineqmllities (4) end (6) with (5), i.e. --- k~ read'tan) ffi 1, to 
(3). 
To finish the proof it is enough to mmme that for every final vertex i in 
G(A),  a u = 0 and k~ > 0. L~ U be the set of final vertices in ~(.A,. Denote 
by A(U) the submatrix of A obtained by deleting all the rows and eolemm in 
A which corrm'pond to the final ve~ces° Without loss of generality we may 
assume that U = r ~ t ~ wf t = n then A = 0 and (3) is ob~om. To ~q ] . . so . .~  j -  . . -  
ead ~~e that l ~< t < n. Partition the set {I, . . . ,  n } into U ~d its 
complement. We then obtain the eonmpond~.g block partition of A -- (A 0 )~, 
where A n = O, A~ = O, A(U)= A~. A straightforward ealcmhtion shows 
L-"22 
Therefore 
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The inductive assumption hnp]ie~ 
n 
Combine the above inequality with (7) to deduce (3). m 
Pn~of o f  the theorem. Let A be an n x n block lower triangular matr~ 
(A,t)['. Let T~ be a nonsinguhr square matr~ of the appropriate dimension 
such that ~-1.4,T~ is in the lower Jordan canonical form: 
(~,)- (B,)" ffi T- IAT  - B -  i l t z '  rffi~g{r~,...,r,}, 
B, T~-q .T i  " ' i - - ~ t  B,%..., Bp,~ j, 
(8) 
where each B~J) is a lower tfiaagdar Jordan block. Observe that 
q- ' l  
(-9) 
~vre nOW d~.-,.., n D.nnrto~,~,fi%~,~. |nt ge]'S 6~],..., ~n "an the ~e~owing way: 
Let i ~ {1,.o., p } and ] ~ {1,..., j~). Denote by C the nmtrJx B~q), and 
assume that C is an m × m matrix. Let a c {I,..., n } be the set o| indices d 
the rows and the eo-iumns of C. Suppose that C is nons in~.  We then ~-t 
~oh = 0 for a]l h~a.  In thatez~,  
- 
hEa 
(lo) 
Ag~e now that C ~ sLn_~,l_hr. Let s = ~n(m,  k~). Set ~h--1 for the 
first s elements h /n  ~, and ~0 h-- 0 for the rest of the e|ements h in a. Since 
C is a "~flpotent Jordan b|oek we ~ve the equ i ty  
]. 
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It now f~Jows __~om (9), (10), and (1!) ~t  
n 
E ~k(A~,~)= E ~k(b~°~). (~) 
S-1  h - I  
Let ~ = (~ov..., ~o.). We now claim that 
~(~,~) ~<~(~,~). (~) 
Indeed, let ~ - { uv.. . ,  u, } be a path in G(B). We then decompose ~into a 
un~on of ~ dist~ct subsets av.. . ,  a~ such that a~:  ~ ~ a for the row index a 
of some B~ (q). Hence &e path B in G(B) induces a path 7 = { ~x,-.., h ) in 
R(A). From the defir~tion of co s it follows that 
~,,,+ ~,,~+ . . .  + ~ <~ kh + k~,,+ . . .  + ks, <~ m(A,~).  
This establishes the inequality (13). In view of the P ro~t~n:  we deduce 
~(-~)  =~k(~) -< ~,~(~'"'") ~ E mk(b,~). 
h- ' i  
Combine the above ine,c,*~a]i~i~ _'th (1_~) to obta~ th.e ~.eorem. [] 
3. THE INDEX TItEOBEM 
Let A be a square complex nmtr~. We denote by p(A) the ~gebr~c 
muRip]/cRy of 0 as an eigenvalue of A. Recall that the index of A--ind(A) 
--is the size of the hrgest Jordan block of A ~ochCed with 0. Put 
in(](A) - -0 ff 0 is not an eigenvahm of A./L~s~me that A can be ~~oncd 
into a lower block h~gu~ form (Ao)i'. In the inequality ($) choose 
k ~ = ind( A _.) to deduce 
P 
.~(A.) = ~(A).  
Hence nuU(A ~) = ~(A). We therefore prove: 
COROLL~Y ~C index ~corem for gencr~ ma~ic~). T~ i~  of A 
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the F~bemo~ norm~ form is prov~ ~ [2]. In [I] it is prov~i that if A is 
mv~v~ ~ ~ F~be~ius nom~ ~o~m of A, 
in 
The ~bove ~-~ h~s been obtained also by Hershkowi~, Rothb~,  
~d Schneider in a fo .~,~~ ~r .  it uses a different ~pprc~,  namely, a
d~r ip~on of a pref.erre~__ t~e~ for the genem]iT~ nu]lspace of A. This 
motivated the present study. 
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